The perplexing entity of rudimentary uterine horn
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ABSTRACT

A rudimentary uterine horn may be responsible for intriguing presentations in different stages of life. These presentations often masquerade commoner gynecologic disorders resulting in diagnostic and management challenges for the treating clinicians. Whereas many of these anomalies may be discovered during the investigative workup for cryptomenorrhoea, dysmenorrhoea and infertility, due to lack of symptoms especially in a parous woman, a large proportion remains undiagnosed. We report here, two interesting presentations of this benign entity resulting in significant morbidity. The first case report describes late activation of a rudimentary horn presenting as chronic pelvic pain. The second patient presented with a failed second trimester induction of labor (abortion) for fetal demise. Her examination and investigations suggested an abdominal pregnancy, yet, on laparotomy, a 15 week pregnancy within an accessory uterine horn was discovered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mullerian duct malformations represent a wide spectrum of anomalies, resulting from varying degrees of defects in the development and fusion of the mesonephric ducts. We present here, two unusual presentations of unicornuate uterus with rudimentary horn.

2. CASE I

Ms S, 37 yrs, P3L3 presented in our out patient clinic with complaints of dull aching lower abdominal pain since past 4 yrs. Recent history of dysmenorrhoea was noted. Her many visits to different gynecologists and surgeons did not prove fruitful. No symptoms suggestive of pelvic infection, bladder or bowel pathology were noted. Her first two children were term normal vaginal deliveries, third was a caesarian section with tubal ligation for placenta previa, five years ago. Her postoperative period was uneventful and she was not informed of anything unusual at discharge; no papers relevant to the surgery were available when she presented to us. Her menstrual cycles had been regular and no period of amenorrhea was reported. General physical examination was unremarkable except for a pfannensteil caesarean scar. Speculum examination revealed normal cervix and vagina. On vaginal examination, uterus anteverted multiparous size. There was a 4 cm × 4 cm size, mobile, smooth and slightly tender right adnexal mass. Transvaginal sono- gramphy showed a well circumscribed thick walled complex mass 4 × 3 cms in right adnexa with partially echogenic contents. Left ovary was normal. Provisional diagnosis of chronic pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) or possibly an endometrioma was considered. Her persistent symptoms despite treatment for PID mandated laparoscopy. At laparoscopy, the right ovary was found normal, the ligated right fallopian tube was seen arising from a 3 cm × 3 cm smooth surfaced thick muscular mass attached at the right uterine cornu. The right round ligament was attached to this mass confirming it to be rudimentary uterine horn. 4 ml of dark altered blood was aspirated from this mass. The other uterine half was normal in shape size and contour, left ovary and tube (ligated) were normal (Figure 1).

3. CASE II

25 yr old Ms. B, primigravida was referred by a practitioner for hysterotomy following failed attempt at second trimester termination of a nonviable pregnancy. She was married for 10 years and was under treatment for infertility since 7 years. The hysterosalpingogram aroused the suspicion of a bicornuate uterus though it was not confirmed laparoscopically. The present pregnancy was a natural conception. Ultrasonography done in the first trimester did not show anything abnormal. At 5 months into pregnancy, she had an episode of vaginal bleeding, when ultrasound revealed fetal demise. Termination of pregnancy using vaginal and systemic prostaglandins was unsuccessfully attempted by the practitioner, and patient referred to our centre for hysterotomy.
Figure 1. Laproscopic view of rudimentary horn with normal uterus, causing CPP in Case 1. Laparoscopic hemi hysterectomy of the rudimentary horn was performed (Figure 2). The patient had an uneventful post operative period. Histopathological examination confirmed uterine tissue. The patient remains symptom free till date.

Figure 2. Altered blood which was aspirated from the horn and the resected rudimentary horn.

On examination, her vitals were stable; there was a palpable abdominal mass arising form pelvis corresponding to 14 wks gravid uterus. Speculum examination demonstrated a single centrally placed cervix. On vaginal examination, cervix uneffaced, uterus normal sized deviated to left side. A mobile nontender cystic mass 8 cm × 8 cm was felt on the right side. Ultrasound revealed a normal sized empty uterus having endometrial thickness of 5 mm. A gestational sac with a dead fetus of 15 wks was noted to the right and anterior to uterus (Figure 3).

Both ovaries were normal. Provisional diagnosis of secondary abdominal pregnancy was considered. MRI reported similar findings (Figure 4), further confirming the diagnosis of secondary abdominal pregnancy.

Figure 3. Ultrasound of Case 2 showing single fetus in a muscular structure outside the normal uterus.

Figure 4. MRI showing findings suggestive of abdominal pregnancy.

An exploratory laparotomy was performed. At laparotomy, the uterus, left tube and ovary were normal. There was a right sided 8 cm × 8 cm muscular structure, attached to uterus by a fibrous band; the right tube was seen arising from this mass. Round ligament of right side was seen arising lateral to this mass, thereby confirming it to be a uterine horn. The right ovary was normal. This rudimentary horn was excised with the fetus in situ. Cut section of the mass showed a muscular wall with a dead fetus inside. Post operative recovery of the patient was uneventful. Definitive confirmation of uterine tissue was
4. DISCUSSION

The exact incidence of Mullerian abnormalities is not known because of normal fertility outcome in majority of these women. Estimates range from 1% - 3.5%, with higher percentage prevalence in infertile women (6.3%) [1]. Unicornuate uterus is categorized in Class II of the American Fertility Society classification (1988) of Mullerian anomalies. It accounts for 2.4% - 13% of all Mullerian anomalies [2,3]. Since fertility outcome is not usually affected, the clinical presentation may be highly variable; ranging from an apparently trivial dysmenorrhea in an adolescent girl to intractable vague pelvic pain in a parous woman. The presence of normal menstrual flow further blankets the possibility of a uterine anomaly. As high as 78% of rudimentary horns have been known to present in the third decade of life or later, most often as acute emergencies resulting from rupture of horn pregnancy [4]. Unless specifically sought, ultrasound done for other gynecologic disorders often fails to pick up such malformations. In a review of 266 rudimentary horn presentations, sensitivity of two dimensional USG as a diagnostic tool was shown to be only 26% [4]. A novel method of pre rupture diagnosis of rudimentary horn pregnancy has been suggested by Buntugu et al. The method involves placement of a Foley’s catheter into uterine cavity with bulb inflated. An abdominal ultrasound with full bladder is then performed. Although the method is claimed to offer better sensitivity over conventional sonography, more studies are needed before it can be recommended for routine use [5]. Recent studies by Ghi et al, found 3-dimensional transvaginal ultrasonography to be extremely accurate in the diagnosis of uterine anomalies. They found a concordance between endoscopy and 3D ultrasound in 52 of 54 cases [6]. However, MRI where available, still remains the gold standard for confirmation of Mullerian anomalies.

Chronic pelvic pain has been reported in 15% - 20% of women aged 18 yrs - 50 yrs [7,8,9] and is an indication for at least 40% of all gynecologic disorders [10]. Whereas 8.5% of adolescents undergoing laparoscopy for pelvic pain have some form of uterine malformation [11], Mullerian anomalies as a cause for chronic pelvic pain in a parous woman is rarely reported [12].

We were intrigued by the late presentation and missed diagnosis of existence of this horn in our patient who had had a normal reproductive outcome including a cesarean section. The patient had denied any prior history of pelvic pain or dysmenorrhea, suggesting recent activation of disease. Possible explanation for the late onset of symptoms in this case could be tubal ligation inciting accumulation of menstrual blood in the horn, thereby precipitating pelvic pain. This phenomenon has also been reported by Fugimoto et al [13]. Rudimentary horn as a cause of pelvic mass and pain has even been reported after vaginal hysterectomy in a 41 yr old lady [14]. These reports suggest possible role of various “triggers” which cause activation and presentation of such rudimentary horns late in reproductive life. The diagnosis had been completely missed at cesarean section probably due to the small size of the horn as compared to the term gravid uterus and the obvious altered anatomic relations.

The commonly accepted treatment for this entity is excision through laparotomy or laparoscopy. Other treatment options include endometrial ablation of accessory horn through hysteroscopic approach; with reported symptom free period of up to 3 yrs [15]. Hysteroscopic drainage of hematometra in a noncommunicating accessory horn by using electrocautery to create a communication between the horns has also been described [16].

Pregnancy in rudimentary horn has been noted once in 1225 ectopic pregnancies [17] and once in 76000 total pregnancies [18]. The most significant threat is the risk of rupture; which is estimated to be about 50% and most commonly occurs in second trimester [19]. Various signs and symptoms pointing to presence of a uterine anomaly have been described, including past history of dysmenorrhea, pregnancy along with a freely mobile tumor, passage of a decidua cast, absent tenderness on examination (unlike a tubal ectopic) [20] etc. But still, only a very small percentage of these rudimentary horn pregnancies are accurately diagnosed pre-operatively. While excision of this “ectopic” pregnancy along with the accessory horn remains the most common treatment modality, combined medical and surgical treatment has also been tried. This involves fetal intracardiac potassium chloride and intraplacental methotrexate, followed 6 wks later by laparoscopic resection of the horn [19]. Such combined medical, surgical modality has the advantage of reducing the vascularity, thereby decreasing operative blood loss [19]. Additional studies are needed before these treatment modalities are widely accepted.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

The authors would like to recommend that clinicians be sensitive to the presence of Mullerian anomalies in patients with otherwise normal gynecologic and reproductive histories. The diagnosis should be considered in unusual presentations of pelvic pain or early pregnancy. Although relatively insensitive, the routine ultrasound may prove helpful if clinicians bear in mind these differential diagnoses. Emergency staff should be alert to the possibility of such malformations in patients presenting with acute abdomen, suspected ruptured ectopic...
or even failed induction with adequate doses of prostaglandins. A thorough inspection of the pelvis should be performed at the time of any operative procedure. Prophylactic resection of a noncommunicating uterine horn should be considered in patients with incidental discovery on laprotomy to prevent endometriosis and possible future horn pregnancy.
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